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Introduction 

Cambridge Science Festival is committed to engaging the public with science, technology, engineering, 

mathematics and medicine. In 2017, the Festival ran from 13 to 26 March and comprised 306 events. It 

attracted a wide audience of all ages from the local area and beyond, including many international visitors. 

The Festival is evaluated by the visiting public, comments are collated and assessed in order to improve 

and grow the Festival each year. 

 

The aims of Cambridge Science Festival are to: 

 Encourage young people to study science, technology, engineering and mathematics further and to 

consider careers in these areas 

 Engage researchers and the public with issues of scientific interest and concern 

 Promote research conducted within the University of Cambridge and partner organisations 

 Reach at least 25,000 visitors each year and engage new audiences in the Festival 

 

This report shows that we continue to meet these objectives. 

 

Cambridge Science Festival depends on the continued support, hard work, creativity and enthusiasm of 

colleagues in the University and other agencies, schools, institutions and businesses which take part. We 

thank everyone who contributed to the Festival this year; as speakers, event coordinators, volunteers, 

sponsors and patrons.  
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Overview 

The 23
rd

 Cambridge Science Festival ran from Monday 13 March to Sunday 26 March 2017. The theme this 

year was ‘getting personal’ – looking at health and disease, our place in the world and our impact on the 

environment in which we live. 

 Cambridge Science Festival comprised 306 events over 14 days resulting in ~62,000 face-to-face 

interactions over the two week Festival period. 

 The Festival had eleven sponsors, including spotlight sponsors, MedImmune and AstraZeneca, 

illumina, TTPGroup and Anglia Ruskin University and ten partners including Cambridge University 

Press, Cambridge University Health Partners, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation 

Trust, Cambridge Junction, Cambridge Live and our media partner BBC Radio Cambridgeshire. 

 Over 100 internal Departments, Centres, Institutes and Museums and 62 external organisations 

contributed to the Festival. 

 Feedback was collected on event booking (1770 responses), following attendance at an event 

(1279 responses) and two months after the Festival (70 responses – sent only to those who agreed 

to be contacted again for feedback). 

92% respondents to our post-event evaluation request rated the event they attended as very good. 

100% respondents to our post-Festival evaluation request rated the Festival as good or very good. 

 The majority of visitors came from the Eastern Region and London with visitors from across the UK 

– from Exeter to Inverness. International visitors came from The Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, 

Latvia, Spain, Sweden, Italy, Japan, Portugal, Taiwan and Germany. 

 From postcode data, the Festival attracted a broad mix of urban and suburban audiences, including 

younger people and families. Compared to the national average, the Festival attracted a higher 

representation of more culturally active and affluent groups. 

 The Festival website saw 427,921 unique views from the release of the programme to the end of 

the Festival. 

 Bookings opened on 20 February. On this day the website received 76,000 unique views and 6000 

tickets were booked in the first hour. 

 Social media was used extensively to share research, promote events and provide a space for 

discussion. Facebook likes at Festival end = 8117, Twitter followers = 8915 (both >1000 more than 

at the end of the 2016 Festival). 

 Facebook live was used for the first time by the University to interview academics Dr Emily 

Shuckburgh and Dr David Bainbridge prior to their Festival events. Each received over 10K views 

and many positive comments. 

 The Festival provided a space for Interdisciplinary Research Centres, Strategic Research Initiatives 

and Strategic Research Networks to discuss their research with a public audience, almost all took 

up this opportunity through talks, hands-on activities, exhibitions and debates. 

 The Festival continues to appeal to new and existing audiences: 59% of feedback respondents 

visited the Festival for the first time in 2017, 24% have attended more than three Festivals. 

 The Festival continued to increase the number of events specifically for teenagers, expanded 

weekday early evening talks for families and repeated the very successful hands-on events for 

people with autism and for adults at the Guildhall.  

 Part-time press support enabled us to increase awareness of the Festival, our research and extend 

our geographic reach. The majority of our radio coverage was provided by our media partner, BBC 

Radio Cambridgeshire. In the lead up to the Festival and each weekday during the Festival, the 

station ran between one and two interviews, each listened to by ~100K people. 
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Cambridge Science Festival in pictures  

     

    

    

     

And visit our photo gallery at: http://www.sciencefestival.cam.ac.uk/gallery  
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Cambridge Science Festival Patrons 

Professor Simon Baron-Cohen  Departments of Psychiatry and Psychology  

Professor John Barrow   Department of Applied Maths and Theoretical Physics 

Lord Rees of Ludlow   Astronomer Royal 

Professor Malcolm Longair  Cavendish Laboratory 

Mr Tim Radford   Journalist 

Professor Barbara Sahakian  Department of Psychiatry 

Professor Jeremy Sanders  Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Institutional Affairs 

Dr Andrew Sugden   Science AAAS 

Ms Carol Vorderman   Media presenter 

Professor Jim Secord   Department of History and Philosophy of Science 

Mr Ian Harvey    Hills Road Sixth Form College 

Professor Andrea Brand  Department of Physiology, Development, Neuroscience 

Professor Ron Laskey   Former Director Hutchinson/MRC Research Centre 

Professor Bill Sutherland  Department of Zoology 

Professor John Naughton  Wolfson College, Cambridge 

 

Cambridge Science Festival Team 

Lucinda Spokes   Public Engagement and Festival Manager (Sciences) 

Alicia Lloyd    Festivals and Outreach Assistant 

Sue Long    Festivals and Outreach Officer (Community and Schools)  

Ariel Retik    Festival of Ideas Coordinator 

Malavika Anderson Public Engagement and Festival Manager (Arts, Humanities 

and Social Sciences) 

Charlotte Carroll Public Engagement Coordinator:   

Biological Sciences and Clinical Medicine 

Hanlu Twyman    PIPS Festival Intern 

Dermot Nolan    Festival Assistant 

Becky Wieczorek   Press and Media Consultant   

 

Office of External Affairs and Communications 

University of Cambridge 

The Old Schools 

Trinity Lane 

Cambridge 

CB2 1TN 

 

website: sciencefestival.cam.ac.uk 

email: csf@admin.cam.ac.uk 

telephone: 01223 766766 
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Cambridge Science Festival Sponsors 

We thank the following companies, organisations, charities and community groups for their support for 

Cambridge Science Festival. 
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Thank you 

We thank the senior management of the University of Cambridge, including the Vice Chancellor Professor 

Sir Leszek Borysiewicz, for their continued support for the Cambridge Science Festival. We are also 

extremely grateful to our Science Festival Patrons, chaired by Professor Malcolm Longair, for their support 

and advice. We also thank the many Heads of Departments and Institutions for their financial and staff and 

student time commitment. 

 

We thank our sponsors, many of whom have been Science Festival partners for a number of years. Their 

support enables us to grow the Festival, programme innovative events and ensure the Festival remains 

free, open and accessible to all.  

 

We also thank Steve Matthews, Tori Robinson, Eimear Cross, Jamie Brittain and Taylor Alison and all 

venue custodians from the University Facilities Management team for their invaluable logistical and 

practical support and Jamie Pilmer and his team at Central Sites Technical Services for their AV support. 

 

We are also extremely grateful to our colleagues in the Office of External Affairs and Communications for 

their considerable support for the Science Festival. We would like to thank, in particular, Barney Brown and 

Lloyd Mann for their great work on the Festival website and events system and Claire O’Reilly and Alison 

Murfin for supporting all of the financial aspects of the Festival. 

 

Over 800 Science Festival t-shirts were produced this year for event coordinators, event staff and for 

volunteer stewards. We thank each and everyone involved for their part in making the Science Festival 

such a marvellous event.  

 

And a very special thank you to everyone who visited the Science Festival and explored, investigated and 

discussed science with us all. The 2018 Cambridge Science Festival will run from 12 to 25 March; we very 

much look forward to welcoming everyone to the Festival next year. 
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Feedback 
 

Encourage young people to study science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
further and to consider careers in these areas 

 

This is one of many years I have attended the Science Festival and it is amazing. Please don't cease to continue as, 
especially as a young child, I learned so much from it. It was probably a yearly highlight and still is. 

Cambridge is good at this - encouraging youngsters to confront real science. Keep it going! 

This event has reinforced my son’s interest in studying pathology at university. 

I love the science festival.  It enables you to get a brief insight into a whole range of ideas and topics which challenge 
and inspire.  This talk was both challenging (on a scientific knowledge level) and inspiring (I now wish I was a 
volcanologist!!).  The opportunity of taking my children to these events is something I really value – thank you. 

I particularly enjoyed the personal interaction with the academics. They were all very helpful to my daughter (15 yrs and 
keen to pursue a degree in the field). 

An excellent, engaging and confident speaker. Had a lot of props and videos in presentation which was great and an 
brilliant explanation of the potential energy well, which I think I may use in future in my teaching. 

 

Promote research within the University of Cambridge and partner organisations 

 

It was a great opportunity to listen to well-renowned researchers and talk to them about their fields of interest. I had to 

travel from London to attend four days of talks and it was totally worth it! 

It is a pity that so rarely do maths professionals explain ideas to the general public clearly, and the Professor delivering 

this lecture did an amazing job on that. The topic is complex yet delivered to us in such an expressive way that I felt I 

learnt so much. 

Absolutely stunning! A really interesting talk from people who were really at the edge of research and clinical practice. I 

cannot thank you, and them, enough! 

The presenter was highly engaging on a subject that, at first glance, might seem somewhat dry and uninteresting. The 

combination of personal and historical anecdote, clear explanations, and a sense of humour, meant that I left the 

session knowing a lot more the subject than when I came in. I'm actually looking at the project website now because 

the talk was so interesting I want to find out even more! 

I absolutely loved this event; the opportunity to have a personal tour of the collection in small groups as well as talks 

from experts in their area felt like a rare and special thing. I would love to learn more about the research that the 

department are doing - perhaps there could be some special exhibits in the museum based on these?   Thank you 

again for a wonderful evening, I will definitely be back to visit the museum 

 

Engage researchers and the public with issues of scientific interest and concern 

 

Very interesting set of ideas which may revolutionise mental health treatment. 

Speaker was very engaging, competent, and very well prepared (thanks to his 'team' too). The lecture flew by, we came 

away with greater understanding of several 'threats' and thank all for acquiring and sharing some of their knowledge 

with us. So that's thanks to Science Festival too.  

“Well planned, wonderful talks, great effort to engage the public with this innovative work.  It has made me reconsider 

my thoughts on GM and further.”  
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Festival programme 

This year our programme image comes from research conducted at 

The Gurdon Institute, University of Cambridge. The Gurdon Institute 

is a world-leading centre for research at the interface between 

developmental biology and cancer biology. The Institute, now 25 

years old, was named in recognition of the achievements of 

Professor Sir John Gurdon, one of the Institute’s founders. Professor 

Gurdon won the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 2012 and 

continues to conduct his research at the Institute. 

Our image, Tree of Life, is by Saskia Suijkerbuijk, a former member 

of Dr Eugenia Piddini’s Laboratory in the Gurdon Institute. The image 

shows a 3D reconstruction of the gut of a fruit fly. 

Dr Piddini’s research uses Drosophilia - the fruit fly - and mammalian 

cell cultures, to discover how cells compete and what signals they 

use to sense which cells are the strongest. These studies will allow 

researchers to understand better the process of cell competition and 

also its impact on cancer biology.  

 

As in 2016, the programme was separated into themes with feature articles and two foldout sections which 

provided maps and an overview of events taking place over each weekend of the Festival. 

 
 

 Over 80% of respondents to our feedback request agreed with the statement ‘The event 

descriptions told me what I need to know’ 

 4% disagreed with the statement ‘It was easy to use the print programme’  

 63% used the website as their main source of information; 36% used the print programme. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that this is because many people are not able to access a print copy. 

 Just 11% of respondents found the website confusing to use but comments suggest that 

people would like improved functionality, including the ability to create their own calendars. 
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Overview of the Festival 

 

Marketing and publicity 

The marketing plan for the Cambridge Science Festival comprised two phases. 

The first phase was used to raise awareness of the upcoming Festival, through programme and flyer 

distribution, lamp post banners, general posters, University of Cambridge What’s On email listings, press 

releases to both local and national contacts and pre-Festival interviews on BBC Radio Cambridgeshire. 

 20,000 print programmes were produced and distributed to over 3000 addresses and made available in 

large numbers at public spaces including libraries, book shops, pubs, Tourist Information Centres, 

cafes and community centres. 90,000 A6 flyers were distributed to targeted areas of the county through 

door-to-door and business distribution services. This enabled us to reach a much larger number of 

places and people and geographic area at a reasonable cost. 

 The lamp post banner campaign extended from the Cambridge Biomedical Campus on the southern 

side of the city, to the West Cambridge site of the University of Cambridge off Madingley Road. Due to 

new Council planning restrictions, the number of usable lamp posts in the centre of Cambridge was 

reduced this year. However, an equivalent percentage of respondents noted banners as an important 

marketing tool in 2017 compared to 2016 (9.52% compared to 9.8%)  

 General Festival posters were displayed on City Council advertising boards throughout Cambridge and 

digitally on advertising screens in the Central Cambridge Library and University of Cambridge venues. 
 

The second phase focussed on marketing specific events to target audiences through online listing sites, 

dedicated mailings, media interviews and event posters on railings throughout Cambridge. Targeted 

Cambridge Science Festival e-bulletins to the University of Cambridge ‘What’s On’ email list proved very 

effective, resulting in distinct peaks in event bookings. 
 
 

The Science Festival website, social media strands and press coverage complemented and extended the 

impact of these marketing and publicity drives. 

 

Cambridge Science Festival website 

 

The Festival website is the most significant 

channel of engagement in terms of numbers 

– 427,921 unique views from programme 

release to the end of the Festival 

There are still issues with website 

functionality and usability which need to 

be addressed particularly as we decrease 

the number of printed programmes 

produced. 

 

And we must continue to ensure that 

information is available through print and 

telephone routes to ensure that the 

Festival is accessible to as many people 

as possible. 
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Social Media 

Face Book (facebook.com/cambridgesciencefestival) and Twitter (@camscience #csf2017) continue to 

prove very important ways to build interest in the Cambridge Science Festival, promote events and provide 

a voice and platform for visitors and contributors. 
 

 Levels of engagement and interaction through social medial channels increased dramatically through 

the Festival period. 

 Twitter followers reached 8915 at the end of the Festival (from 7514 at end of the 2016 Festival). 

 Tweets earnt 311K impressions from when bookings opened until the end of the Festival. 

Month 

(2017) 

Number of 

tweets sent 

New followers Profile visits Mentions Tweet 

impressions 

January 13 144 3061 68 36.2K 

February 29 136 3659 232 44.7K 

March 147 416 12.5K 1310 230K 
 

 Face Book likes at the end of the Festival were 8117 (from 7208 at the end of the 2016 Festival) 

 Face Book was used as a notice board, promoting events and linked research. 

 Sound cloud was used to upload audio recordings of Festival events with recordings also embedded on 

the Festival website, four months after the Festival these talks have had over 2500 listens. Additionally, 

videos of three talks were also uploaded to the Festival website. Dr Demis Hassabis’s talk on AI has 

now received almost 16K views. 

 Face Book and Twitter are used strategically throughout the year to publicise research and science 

events from the University of Cambridge and from Festival partners and the numbers of followers/likes 

continues to grow post-Festival with no drop in numbers observed. 
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Press coverage 

Widespread media coverage of research, events and speakers featured in the programme allowed us to 

reach a large, geographically dispersed audience. Limited budgets meant our press support was much 

reduced in 2017 compared to previous years (11 days total, 2 days per week) but the Festival still received 

good coverage locally, nationally and internationally. 

 

Press activity 

 Eight targeted press releases sent to local, regional and national journalists 

 Direct liaison with national journalists 

 Coordination between speakers, coordinators and outlets for all broadcast  

 

Outcomes 

 58 pieces in print and online outlets, chiefly newspapers. Including: 10 national articles in outlets such 

as The Times, The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Independent and The Mirror. International coverage 

included stories in Fox News, International Business Times, and 9 News (Australia). Extensive local 

coverage through Cambridge News and Cambridge Independent.  

 27 radio and TV broadcast packages. Regional TV coverage included packages on BBC Look East and 

ITV Anglia, national radio coverage included BBC Radio 4 Today programme and BBC World Service 

Daily. The bulk of radio coverage was regional and provided by our media partner, BBC Radio 

Cambridgeshire. In the lead up to the Festival and each week day during the Festival fortnight, the 

station ran one or two interviews per day.  

 BBC Radio Cambridgeshire has ~100,000 listeners at any given time and Cambridge News, a 

readership of 700,000. The conservative estimate is that these two platforms alone resulted in 1m+ 

people knowing about Cambridge Science Festival. 

 

Whilst a huge amount of additional effort and time was put into this project over and above the two 

days contracted per week, coverage is still ~half that achieved in 2016 with a full time press officer 

in post. Moving forward, we recommend greater Festival press support, both in the lead up to, and 

during, the Festival. This will allow us to build awareness of the Festival and maintain good 

relationships with journalists and broadcasters. 
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Event booking 

We have continued to encourage as many coordinators as possible to use our centrally provided booking 

service run using Eventbrite.  

 This year we trialled opening event bookings three weeks before the start of the Festival, rather 

than four weeks as in previous years, to see whether this minimised the numbers of no-shows.  

 Over 6000 tickets were booked in hour of bookings opening  

 Almost 18,000 tickets were booked by the start of the Festival, 73% of those available.  

 This year events were booked to 120% and two reminders were sent to booked attendees, Once all 

seats were booked, we advertised that limited numbers of tickets would be available on the door.  

This proved successful for events in centre of Cambridge with large numbers of people turning 

up on spec and balancing no-show numbers. In some cases people had to be turned away. 

This policy was not so successful for events out of the city were, for some events, ~50% no-

shows seen and many fewer people turned up who had not pre-booked. 

 

Opening bookings later appeared not to make any significant difference to either the number of 

tickets booked or the no-show rate. It rather reduced the time available to market events that were 

not booking well. In 2018, we will revert back to opening booking one month before the Festival but 

may consider releasing tickets in stages. 

 

Volunteers 

The Science Festival is delivered successfully each year thanks to the efforts of the entire Public 

Engagement team at the University of Cambridge and ~75 volunteers over the two week Festival period. 

Volunteers help steward events ensuring our visitors have an enjoyable and safe experience, they provide 

information about events, how to get between locations and act as the public face of the Festival. We are 

extremely grateful to them for giving their time, enthusiasm and expertise to the Festival. 
 

     

 

Festival evaluation  

The Festival was evaluated through automated email surveys sent to participants and self-completion 

postcards at hands-on events: 

1. on booking (1770, ~10% return rate) 

2. after an event  (1279, ~7% return rate) 

3. two months after the Festival (70, ~22% return rate) 
 

 As part of our membership of the UK Science Festival network (http://sciencefestivals.uk/), postcode 

information was collected from attendees. This will be analysed by The Audience Agency using the 

Audience Spectrum profiling tool (engagement with arts, museums and heritage) and Mosaic profiling 

(likely household characteristics). Results from this analysis will be available at the end of 2017. 

 59% of respondents attended the Festival for the first time in 2017, 3% have attended at least 10 

Festivals. 
 

 People find out about the Science Festival in a variety of different ways: the What’s On mailing list, 

lamp post banners, website and information from family and friends are particularly important methods 

of information exchange. 

http://sciencefestivals.uk/
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 The average age of people booking events was 41 years old, 63% of those that replied were women. 

 The Festival website is used by 64% of feedback respondents as their primary source of information, a 

large increase on the 41% recorded in 2016. 

 

This year we conducted a more formalised evaluation of researchers taking part in the Festival through a 

survey sent to all on the Science Festival mailing list. 

 92% of respondents rated the experience of taking 

part in the Festival good or very good 

 74% said they enjoyed the experience, 50% said 

they felt taking part in public engagement activity 

was a responsibility of being a researcher and 36% 

said it was important for their professional 

development. 

 Just 8% said taking part in the Festival was part 

of a Pathways to Impact (PtI) plan. The one point-

in-time nature of Festivals can make them hard 

to use as part of a PtI plan. However some 

researchers do use Festival participation very 

successfully, for example to identify audiences, 

test ideas, disseminate research findings etc, 

and part of our internal culture change work is 

related to this. 

 

How will your experience of participating in Cambridge Science Festival impact on your future research and 

public engagement plans? 

Each year we come away excited about what we can do the following year. It's a great opportunity to have fun with our 

research and science. The feedback we get from the public encourages our ways in other PPI events.   
 

Please tell us about one or two particularly memorable conversations you had. 

I had a conversation with an 80-something year old man who comes every year, and has done since the start. He 

comes to find out about what is going on in science, and in Cambridge, and told me he enjoys for weeks afterwards 

thinking about what he has seen and learnt. He feels up-to-date and included, and can talk to his friends about what he 

has seen. He can talk with his grandchildren and friends' grandchildren about things that interest them. He loved to 

think about what the children standing around us will see when they are 80 themselves.  
 

One of our adult visitors was very interested in what I thought the value of getting a PhD was, which forced me to think 

about what I was gaining from my higher education and how it would help me contribute to my community. It was a nice 

change in conversation topic, as he was interested in the role of research in society in general, rather than in the 

particular topics covered at our event. 
 

Please describe some of the skills you have developed from participating in the Science Festival. 

1) Talking to public in a way that can be understood by somebody with relatively little scientific background   

2) Organising events    

3) Performing presentations   

4) Talking to other researchers about their research   

5) Coordinating with people of different backgrounds 
 

How have conversations with the public helped you think about your own research? 

It improves our understanding of what members of the public think are priorities in terms of stem cell therapies or 

therapies developed using stem cells. 
 

It helps me to know the emotional impact certain diseases have on the patients. 
 

It has helped me think about the overarching implications of what we do and helped me realise how much 

misinformation is transmitted through the media. 
 

Other interesting conversations (many!) were centred about the research of other people, from different backgrounds 

and organisations. If it wasn't the Science Festival, I cannot see how I would have met these researchers.  
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Weekday evening events 

The Science Festival centrally organised 34 weekday evening talks throughout the Festival. In addition to 

these talks, coordinators arranged and ran 86 additional talks, films, exhibitions and demonstrations on 

weekday afternoons and evenings throughout the Festival. These 121 live events represented around 

18,000 face-to-face interactions. 

 

Highlights 

 Continued weekday evening talks and practical sessions for family audiences enabling us to expand 

our reach to this age group: 

Just add water presented by Dr Peter Wothers, Department of Chemistry 

Look what chemistry has done for me organised by the Royal Society of Chemistry 

Alex Hopkins lecture: The skull; a multitude of forms presented by Dr Phil Cox, University of York 

Science at 6pm organised and run by UTC Cambridge 

Life through a lens presented by Dr Brad Amos, MRC LMB 

Our dynamic Sun presented by Dr Helen Mason, Department of Applied Maths and 

Theoretical Physics 

Finding the fountain of youth: why we age and what we can do about it presented by 

Dr Rebecca Taylor, MRC LMB 

The maths of everyday objects presented by Rob Eastaway, Maths Inspiration and 

Dr Hugh Hunt, Department of Engineering 

 Continuation of our successful partnership with Cambridge Junction (www.junction.co.uk)  

 High profile sponsored events including: 

Reprogramming life with synthetic biology sponsored by Science AAAS 

The Cambridge FameLab final at Cambridge Junction sponsored by TTP Group 

 Talks and panel discussions from Strategic Research Initiatives and Strategic Research Networks 

highlighting world-leading multi-disciplinary research across the University of Cambridge 

 

“The Festival enables the general public to experience cutting edge science and technology in an entirely accessible 

way.  Well done Cambridge!” 
 

“As usual, excellently organised, delivered effectively and in an enjoyable way.  I have become accustomed to CSF 

being generally brilliant....and as yet it's never let me down!” 

 

Feedback from selected events 

Events:  A virtual autopsy: the perils of modern life 

Speaker:  Dr Suzy Lishman, President of the Royal College of Pathologists 

Date and venue:  Tuesday 14 March, Babbage Lecture Theatre 

Event overview: Audience ~ 450, feedback responses N=86, 99% respondents rated the event good or very 

good and when asked how much they had learnt, the event scored 8.2 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “This was by far the best lecture I have attended for many years. It was interesting, 

informative and brilliantly presented. If I had attended such a lecture in my youth I would 

probably have opted to study medicine and pathology.” 

 “An outstanding communication on how and why the post mortem is performed.” 

 

Event:   What works for India and Africa can work for the World 

 Research Horizon Public Lecture 

Speakers: Professor Jaideep Prabhu, Judge Business School; Dr Dora Pereira, Department of 

Pathology 

Date and venue:  Tuesday 14 March, Mill Lane Lecture Rooms 

Event overview: Audience ~80, 83% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how 

much they had learnt, the event scored 7.5 on a scale of 1-10 

http://www.junction.co.uk/
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Feedback: “I enjoyed the fact that each speaker came from a different professional field and both spoke 

about very interesting matters.” 

 “Excellent talks and adjudication followed by a very productive discussion”.  

“The two speakers are both doing fascinating work and I’d be very interested in hearing 

more from both of them, at more depth, in the future.” 

 

Event:   Cambridge Climate Lecture Series: From COP21 to zero global emissions 

Speaker: Professor Lord Martin Rees, Institute of Astronomy; Baroness Bryony Worthington, 

Professor Kevin Anderson, University of Manchester; Athony Hobley, Carbon Tracker 

Initiative, Jeanne Martin, UK Youth Climate Coalition. Chair: Oliver Morton, The Economist. 

Organised by Dr Hugh Hunt, Department of Engineering 

Date and venue:  Thur 16 March, Lady Mitchell Hall 

Event overview: Audience ~350, 75% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how 

much they had learnt, the event scored 6.3 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “Useful summary of these new Climate series, with a mix of experts giving different views on 

key topics, and a well mediated Q&A. Well worth attending. 

 “A presentation format might have been more informative than a discussion. The section 

when the panel took questions from the audience was more illuminating.” 

 

Event:   Life lessons from the naked mole rat: pain, and much, much more 

Speaker:  Dr Ewan St John Smith, Department of Pharmacology 

Date and venue:  Monday 20 March, Mill Lane Lecture Rooms 

Event overview: Audience ~230, 95% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how 

much they had learnt, the event scored 9 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “A really engaging  presentation, covering the animal itself, it's natural environment and 

habits, the lab environment and licensing restrictions, some of its many 'metabolic' 

differences from other mammals (e.g. mice, and by implication, humans) an why these 

differences are so interesting and how the research has progressed so far.  A fast-paced, 

but intelligible presentation - never a pause; great stuff.  I feel like an expert, except that the 

questions at the end revealed that the talk could easily have continued on for another hour 

or two covering other discoveries, and held our attention just as well.” 

“Excellent lecture. Ewan spoke commendably quickly, clearly and eloquently. As a 
consequence he successfully communicated a whole book-load of fascinating information, 
along with some nice touches of humour and interesting videos. We are completely sold on 
the beauty of naked mole rats and wish him continued success with his research.” 
“Excellent lively speaker who was able to explain complex concepts with ease and humour. 
Please book him again for next year's festival if he hasn't been snapped up by television 
before then!” 
 

Event:   100,000 genomes: the road to personalised medicine 

   Presented with illumina 

Speaker:  Dr David Bentley, illumina; Professor Mark Caulfield, Genomics England 

Date and venue:  Tues 21 March, Babbage Lecture Theatre 

Event overview: Audience ~400, 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how 

much they had learnt, the event scored 8 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “The event was absolutely incredible it is incredibly inspiring as a 17 year old interested in 

science to see the NHS changing and adapting to become something so vital and to see it 

as a true necessity with such passion.  My faith in the NHS and government had been 

declining due to some close personal experiences but truly this regained my faith.  The 

Festival as a whole has been amazing also.” 

 “Inspirational and - for a non-scientist - absolutely mind-boggling presentation by two 

excellent speakers.”  

 “Really good to see and  hear two high profile genetic experts talk so enthusiastically  about 

their work and the exciting potential future of genetics and gene based medicine. Much 

more satisfying for me to be there, seeing it live rather than watching  online or in writing. 

Brilliant presentations. I travelled 30 miles to be there. Definitely worth it. Thank you.” 
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Weekend one – Central Cambridge 
Science on Saturday one: 18 March 

Science on Sunday one: 19 March 

One hundred and nine events were delivered over the first weekend of the Science Festival representing 

around 29,000 face-to-face interactions. Family talks were held in the Babbage Lecture Theatre. Hands-on 

activities were located around the city with a focus on the Downing Site and the Guildhall. 

 

“What a fantastic day at the Festival on Saturday! We visited with our grandson on Saturday and what a fun, 

informative day we had. The hands on experiments were great and the quality of explanations by the volunteers were 

brilliant at both adult and child level.” 

 

Highlights 

 Hands-on activities with a biomedical theme were at the Guildhall on Saturday and Sunday, with a total 

audience of 6500 people over the two days. The venue was particularly busy on Sunday as the 

number of events at other sites on Sunday was reduced compared to 2016. We will continue to 

encourage contributors to run events on this busy Sunday.  

 As in previous years, an adults-only hands-on session was run on Saturday evening and, this year, 

included a pay bar. Attendee feedback was positive but numbers were only ~250 and the event 

attracted a protest against use of animals in research. We will consult with contributors about 

this event and may consider resting this in 2018 and, instead, provide adult focused talks in the 

venue during the day. 

 We continued our ‘Hands-on at the Guildhall: autism friendly hour’ event on Sunday morning. Numbers 

were capped at 100. A fact sheet, developed in collaboration with the University of Cambridge Disability 

Resource Centre, the Romsey Mill charity, the National Autistic Society and Claire Madge, Tincture of 

Museum. Feedback from both attendees and event coordinators was extremely positive. 
 

“Really appreciated the early access with the autism friendly hour - it made a huge in that difference in that we are 

able to try out many different things in a quiet environment as opposed to having to cope with a heavily crowded 

space full of people all trying to get at the same thing.” 

“My only criticism was that it wasn’t long enough!”  

“Really helpful to be able to bring daughter with ASD and learning difficulties and her younger neurotypical siblings 

to this event. We could all learn together. It was fabulous.” 
 

We received one request for a more detailed description of the events so that those which may 

trigger negative reactions could be avoided. We will make this a priority for 2018. 
 

 Top talks for families were held in the newly refurbished Babbage Lecture theatre. This space proved a 

very popular central venue. All events were fully booked and the space both within and around the 

lecture theatre made it an easier and safer space to manage the number of people attending compared 

to Mill Lane lecture rooms used previously. 

 

Feedback from selected events 

 

Event:   Hands-on at the Guildhall 

Date and venue:  Saturday 18 March, Sunday 19 March, Cambridge Guildhall 

Event overview: 95% respondents rated the event good or very good, and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 8 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “What a fantastic day at the festival on Saturday! We visited with our 5 year old grandson on 

Saturday and what a fun, informative day we had. The hands on experiments were great 

and the quality of explanations by the volunteers were brilliant at both adult and child level.” 

 Wow! So much to do and learn. Ran out of time, many thanks! 
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Event:   Alan Turing and the Enigma machine 

Speaker:  Dr James Grime 

Date and venue:  Saturday 18 March, Babbage Lecture Theatre 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 9 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback “We have been to a number of talks related to this topic and have also visited Bletchley 

Park. James' explanation of how the Enigma machine worked has been by far the clearest 

and easiest to understand.  James presented the subject with humour and we all thoroughly 

enjoyed the lecture including my 13 year old son who though it was only going to be "of 

interest to dad"! Thank you making science so accessible to the public.”  

“This was an excellent lecture- presented in an exciting way, very age appropriate and 

inspiring for young people to follow their heart and explore.  The lecturer was very 

knowledgeable but kept the talk at a good level for children.” 

 

Event:   The wonders of whales 

Speaker:  Dr Helen Scales 

Date and venue:  Sunday 19 March, Babbage Lecture Theatre 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 9 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “This lecturer was great and made the concept of evolution so clear for my youngest child 

through the illustrations she used.  Also brought home the impact that we as humans have 

on our planet and on animals.  Very good for my teens!  Many thanks.” 

“The lecturer was excellent and engaging. We loved the opportunity to go to a lecture 

theatre with our children and the presentation of the information was superb.” 

    “Great presentation. Inspired the 12 year old I brought along - just the ticket.” 

 

Event:   Fractals 

Speaker:  Dr Katie Steckles 

Date and venue:  Saturday 18 March, Babbage Lecture Theatre 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 8 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “Katie Steckles must return! A real festival highlight. 

 It was great , very engaging . Perfect for a non-maths person and my teenage son who 

doesn't want to admit his love of maths.” 

 “The lecture was very well presented and I think the enthusiasm of the lecturer will have  

encouraged many of those attending to pursue mathematics.” 

 “The lecture has been a real gem: liberalizing,  extraordinary,  fun, thought-provoking, 

showing the beauty of maths, stirring my curiosity,  stimulating me to research more and, in 

particular,  see videos by Dr Katie Steckles who is not just an amazing mathematician but 

has proved to be a a great speaker who holds the audience extremely focused. The 

lecture's been a breath of fresh air. Thank you so much for the opportunity!” 

 

Event:   Department of Biochemistry 

Date and venue:  Saturday 18 March, Downing Site 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 8.6 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “The range of activities was great. Suitable for our children aged 5-14 and for us parents.” 

 “Very friendly people, good explanations and very interesting for all of us.” 
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Weekend two 
Science on Saturday two: 25 March 

The second Saturday of the Science Festival featured talks and exhibitions at Anglia Ruskin University and 

family focused talks and hands-on activities for all ages in Departments and Institutes centred on the 

University’s West Cambridge Site off Madingley Road. Departments open: The Whittle Laboratory, School 

of Veterinary Medicine, British Antarctic Survey, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Faculty of Mathematics, 

Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, 

Cavendish Laboratory, Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge Sports Centre and the Institute for 

Manufacturing. 

 

Forty four events over the day enabled us to engage in ~10,000 face-to-face interactions between our 

Festival visitors and our research scientists. 

 

Feedback from selected events 

Event:    Cavendish Laboratory Open day 

Date and venue:  Saturday 25 March, Cavendish Laboratory 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good 

Feedback: What is the colour of cancer was fascinating and the speaker really engaging. Isaac Physics 

was very welcoming and they were very knowledgeable.” 

 “Vacuum bazookas and custard explosions was a wonderful lecture with captivating 

demonstrations.” 

 “Escape room was great! Excellent use of space to provide a unique and interesting set of 

problems to solve, thank you” 

 

Event:   Personalising production: the future is closer than you think 

Speaker:  Dr Tim Minshall, Institute for Manufacturing, Department of Engineering 

Date and venue:  Saturday 25 March, Institute for Manufacturing  

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 7.5 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “Brilliantly presented, with hands-on activities involving the younger audience, inspiring!” 

 A great talk which talk embodied two main themes - 1. that 3D printing can print bespoke 

items as cheaply as it prints mass-produced ones, and 2 It can do so at any distance, 

obviating the costly and time-consuming supply-chain. I overheard a  child asking his Dad 

for one for his birthday; his Dad, somewhat tongue in cheek, suggested the boy might prefer 

a laser, but the boy replied straight off, saying "no thanks, I'll simply print one!" 

 

Event:   Attraction explained: the science of how we form relationships 

Speaker:  Professor Viren Swami, Anglia Ruskin University 

Date and venue:  Saturday 25 March, Anglia Ruskin University  

Event overview: 90% respondents rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 7 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “Brilliant talk, full of information. The best in the Science Festival (and I've been to a lot!), 

great graphics, great venue, thank you very much.” 

 !I think the single participants should have been given the opportunity to meet!” 

 

Event:   Where maths collides with holograms and special effects 

Speaker:  Dr Andrew Fitzgibbon, Microsoft Research 

Date and venue:  Saturday 25 March, Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences 

Event overview: 100% respondent rated the event good or very good and when asked how much they had 

learnt, the event scored 8.6 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “It was outstanding. The speaker was excellent. Clearly extremely intelligent, he engaged 

everyone, especially the under 10’s.” 

 “This was an inspiring talk.  It was just so impressive how he presented his material. It was 

just splendid”.  
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Schools’ Zone, Saturday 25 March 

Visitors to the Science Festival were given the opportunity to find out what tomorrows scientists are doing 

today in the Schools’ Zone in the Hauser Forum on the West Cambridge Site. Teams of up to eight 

students were invited to showcase their science project work, conducted as part of the curriculum or in 

after-school STEM Clubs. Around 750 people visited this event. 

“Brilliant experience for the students.” 
 

  

 
    
 

Participants 
Bancroft's School    Seeds: an end and a beginning 

Hills Road Sixth Form College   Student robotics with Hills Road 

The Perse School   Computer science and rocketry with the Perse 

Kimbolton School   To bodily go where no student has gone before 

Ely School    CSI investigation: help needed! 

Swavesey Village College  Intelligent woodlouse 

St Faiths School     Goblin racing car 

Chesterton Village College  Science of smells 

Linton Village College   Erasmus project 

Sawston Village College   From CHaOS to Astronomy 

Sawtry Village Academy   Do fidget toys actually work  

Parkside Academy   Static electricity, lava lamps, art with milk  
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Weekend two 
Science on Sunday two: 26 March  

Our Science Festival journey from bench to bedside returned to the Cambridge Biomedical Campus in 

2017. A deliberate decision was made to reduce the size of the event to make it feel different to the 

previous year’s Addenbrooke’s Hospital 250
th
 Anniversary Open day.  

 

The event was delivered in partnership with Cambridge University Health Partners and UTC Cambridge 

with contributions from Addenbrooke’s Hospital, UTC Cambridge, Cancer Research UK Cambridge 

Institute, BioMakespace and University Departments, Research Institutes and Companies on the 

Biomedical Campus. 

 

These contributions enabled us to host around 50 hands-on activities and talk by leading medical research 

scientists enabling ~4000 face-to-face interactions. 

 

“The event was absolutely incredible it is incredibly inspiring as a 17 year old interested in science to see the NHS 

changing and adapting to become something so vital and to see it as a true necessity with such passion. My faith in the 

NHS and government had been declining due to some close personal experiences but truly this regained my faith. The 

Festival as a whole has been amazing also.” 

 

Feedback from selected events 

Event:   Sci-Tunes 

Speakers: Jonny Berliner 

Date and venue:  Sunday 26 March, UTC Cambridge 

Event overview: 90% respondents said the event was good or very good and when asked how much they 

had learnt, the event scored 7 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “AMAZING, INCREDIBLE TEACHER we need more of in education!  An incredibly talented 

and innovative man who knows how to engage people to learn in a fun and informative way 

- a total inspiration!  Carry on the good work! :)” 

 “The event made some of the science my daughter is learning really fun, and the musical 

element was inspirational.  The presentation was energy packed and whilst it was aimed at 

a younger audience than expected, it was really fun.  We will definitely look at the web site 

and you tube page.” 

 

Event:   When one size doesn’t fit all 

Speaker:  Dr Jean Abraham, Cambridge Cancer Centre 

Date and venue:  Sunday 20 March, UTC Cambridge 

Event overview: 100% respondents rated the event very good, and when asked how much they had learnt, 

the event scored 8.6 on a scale of 1-10 

Feedback: “Excellent presentation, very good slides, easy to understand, very interesting as there was 

a clinical aspect, not just theory, a nice dose of humour and a personal touch. Fantastic 

ambassador for the hospital and the profession.” 

 “Jean Abraham's presentation was excellent and covered a complex area with clarity and 

sensitivity. She is clearly passionate about her subject with the drive to find better treatments 

for patients in terms of increased efficacy, reduction of side effects and reduced mortality.” 
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Internal Contributors

Autism Research Centre 

AWERB Committee for Replacement, Reduction  

   and Refinement in Animal Experimentation 

Behaviour and Health Research Unit 

CambPlants Hub 

Cambridge Cancer Centre 

Cambridge Cardiovascular  

Cambridge Centre for Climate Science 

Cambridge Conservation Institute 

Cambridge Conservation Research Initiative 

Cambridge Enterprise 

Cambridge Food Security Forum 

Cambridge Forum for Sustainability and the 

   Environment (CFSE) 

Cambridge Global Food Security Initiative 

Cambridge Graduate Orchestra 

Cambridge Immunology Network 

Cambridge Infectious Diseases Initiative 

Cambridge Institute for Medical Research 

Cambridge Laboratory for Research into Autism 

Cambridge Neuroscience Interdisciplinary  

   Research Centre 

Cambridge Philosophical Society 

Cambridge Society for the Application of Research 

Cambridge University Botanic Garden 

Cambridge University Health Partners 

Cambridge University Library 

Cambridge University Press 

CambPlants 

Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute 

Cavendish Laboratory, Department of Physics 

Centre for Mathematical Sciences 

Centre for Science and Policy 

Central Sites Technical Services 

CHaOS – Cambridge Hands-on Science 

Christ’s College 

Department Applied Maths and Theoretical Physics 

Department of Biochemistry 

Department of Chemical Engineering and 

   Biotechnology 

Department of Chemistry 

Department of Clinical Neurosciences 

Department of Earth Sciences 

Department of Engineering 

Department of Genetics 

Department of Geography 

Department of History and Philosophy of Science 

Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy 

Department of Medicine 

Department of Pathology 

Department of Pharmacology 

Department of Physiology, Development and  

   Neuroscience 

Department of Plant Sciences 

Department of Psychiatry 

Department of Psychology  

Department of Public Health and Primary Care 

Department of Pure Mathematics and 

    Mathematical Statistics 

Department of Surgery 

Department of Veterinary Medicine 

Department of Zoology 

Disability Resource Centre 

Division of Archaeology 

EPIC-Norfolk 

Equality and Diversity  

Estate Management  

Faculty of Classics 

Faculty of Mathematics 

Faculty of Music 

Fitzwilliam Museum 

Institute of Astronomy 

Institute of Continuing Education 

Institute for Manufacturing 

Institute for Public Health 

Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Science 

Isaac Physics 

Jesus College Intellectual Forum 

Judge Business School 

Leverhulme Centre for Human Evolutionary Studies 

McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research 

Metabolic Research Laboratories 

Millennium Maths Project 

MRC Biostatistics Unit 

MRC Cancer Unit 

MRC Epidemiology Unit 

MRC Mitochondrial Biology Unit 

Museum of Classical Archaeology 

Newnham College 

Nuclear Energy CDT 

Robogals Cambridge 

Sainsbury Laboratory 

Selwyn College 

Sedgwick Museum 

Scott Polar Research Institute 

St John's College 

Synthetic Biology Initiative 

The Betty and Gordon Moore Library 

The Gurdon Institute 

The Polar Museum 

University Church, Great St Marys 

University of Cambridge Museums 

University of Cambridge Sports Centre 

Wellcome Trust – Medical Research Council    

   Cambridge Stem Cell Institute 

Whipple Museum of the History of Science 

Whittle Laboratory 
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External Contributors 

Alliance Francaise 

Alzheimer’s Research UK 

Anglia Ruskin University 

AstraZeneca 

Autism Research Trust 

Babraham Institute 

Biomakespace 

Bright Club 

BBC Radio Cambridgeshire 

British Antarctic Survey 

British Science Association Cambridge Branch 

Cambridge Biologists 

Cambridge Biomedical Campus Partners 

Cambridge Buddhist Centre 

Cambridge Carbon Footprint 

Cambridge Conservation Initiative Partners  

Cambridge Junction 

Cambridge Live 

Cambridge Museum of Technology 

Cambridge Past, Present and Future 

Cambridge Regional College 

Cambridge University NHS Foundation Trust  

Centre for Computing History  

Centre for Global Equality 

Custard Comedy 

Embodied Science 

EBI - European Bioinformatics Institute  

Fame Lab UK 

Faraday Institute for Science and Religion 

Festival of the Spoken Nerd 

Genomics England 

Headway Cambridgeshire 

Hills Road Sixth Form College 

History Works 

Illumina 

Institute of Physics 

Linnean Society 

Makespace Cambridge 

MedImmune 

Micro:bit Foundation 

Microsoft Research 

Mundipharma, Napp, Bard and Associates 

MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit 

MRC Elsie Widdowson Laboratory 

MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology 

Neural Knitworks 

NIAB 

NIHR Brain Injury Healthcare Technology  

   Cooperative 

NIHR Cambridge Bioresource 

NIHR Rare Diseases Translational Research  

   Collaboration 

NIHR/Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility 

Papworth Hospital 

Public Health England 

Royal College of Pathologists 

Royal Society of Chemistry 

Science Show-Off 

Society of Cambridge Tourist Guides 

The IET Cambridge Network 

The Variables 

UTC Cambridge 

Wellcome Trust Genome Campus 

Wesley Methodist Church 

 

 


